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Montage: quick clips from our previous episode.

NARRATOR
DareDolls Lotus and Cherry are
right where we left them at the end
of their last exciting episode: in
the clutches of a pink gorilla and
an even fuzzier white carpet. Stay
tuned for even more fluff!

Lotus watches in horror as the gorilla slowly raises the
door of the cage. She backs away but has no way to escape.
It eventually lumbers in and wrestles/bear-hugs her, and she
passes out in its insistently cuddly grip. It carries her to
a corner of the Factory (its nest?) and ties her, then
leaves. But as we saw in our last exciting episode, she
knows just how to untie herself...!

Cut back to Cherry: She faces a set of grinding gears!

PEEPER
Say hello to the Denuder, DareDoll
Cherry.

PEEPER TWO
The Denuder? What's it do?

PEEPER
What's it do? Dude, it's a denuder.

(long pause)
It denudes her.

PEEPER TWO
It's gonna de-nude her?

PEEPER
Yes!

PEEPER TWO
So it's gonna put her clothes back on?

PEEPER
Dude, pick up a dictionary for once
in your life, would ya.

(to Cherry)
Now let's just shred those tights
like wheat, Cherry....

The Peepers exit, after flicking a switch in the fuse box.
The Denuder presses into her lap, it's relentless gears
grinding into her body. Cherry can only gasp in disbelief!

But Lotus, now free in the wings, prepares to attack....
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Fresh trap: An apparently unharmed Cherry wakes tied to the
(vertical) VertigoRound, but only after much shouting by a
Peeper. Horrors! A mechanical spider is slowly lowering down
to her throat.

PEEPER
I'm sure you're familiar by now
with the old poison spider gag.
Just above you I've prepared a
little...death...with poisonous
fangs and hairy legs. You know the
rest.

Just then Lotus appears.

LOTUS
Surprise, Peeper! Let's see how
tough you are with somebody who
isn't tied down!

She wrestles the Peeper. Cherry manages to work one leg
loose and use that to help, kicking the Peeper in the butt.
But the Peeper eventually "plays possum" and then sneaks up
on Lotus with a chloroform cloth. He ties her once again as
Cherry looks on helplessly.

We next and finally find Lotus and Cherry tied by their
wrists, hanging over a pit of fire. They are slowly being
lowered into this fiery inferno! The Peeper hops into frame
for one last taunt.

PEEPER
Ha ha! The surprise is on you now,
babies! Soon we will be prepared to
serve rare, medium or well-done
DareDoll, depending upon the
preference. Delicious juices!
You'll cook nicely, I believe. See ya!

He exits.

CHERRY
Lotus, I don't think I can take
much more of this! The fire's
nibbling at my toes, and not in a
romantic way.

LOTUS
This looks pretty grim, Cherry. Our
suits will soon melt, and so will we!
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CHERRY
I've got an idea, Lotus: Maybe we
can straddle this hole and stop our
descent.

LOTUS
Oh, Cherry. What good would that do?
We'd still roast like the world's
first human marshmallows! They're
really going to cook our goose this
time.

Suddenly, they begin to drop!

CHERRY
Lotus, we're sinking!

LOTUS
I know. Farewell, old chum. Farewell!


